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When one fights the enemy, this is how they get to know them for real, and they understand what kind of parasite they are. So long one is not engaged in any fights, the enemy holds this fake face of benevolence, being "good" and the rest of the garbage. The moment one tries to free themselves, they see the true face of the enemy.

The enemy in general did not take over with power, straight up honesty, or anything of the sort. They have conditioned the masses to be afraid of this type of power. Alternatively, we consider "power" today to be manipulation, subversion, lies and subterfuge. The enemy is skilled at these things, but they cannot defeat [and are afraid] of solar and direct things.

This is why some people took it very far to say that "Aryans were of the Light and Jews were of Darkness" and other dualisms. But these do not apply here as everyone is both. Jews however, being a materially meek race, they have developed and been endowed with a lot of capacity of subversion and destruction.

A stupid example here, would be high school. Everyone knows at least one jew who was the one who stirred up fights, created hoaxes, and generally made people want to destroy one another while everyone was oblivious on how this even happened. If not high school, then work, or life, if one had a little social life, they will know what I try to explain with this example here.

For those more seasoned in meditation, the enemy can work in similar ways. For example, they can insist on astrally lying and/or trying to break the trust of a person with the Demons, because they try to make sure 9 out of 10 attempts to astral communication fail, or by giving people all sorts of confused messages, or confusing them as to when they are ready to communicate - and so forth. These things take experience to understand.

How we skip these phases of confusion, is by others who have went through it and launch us forward to higher states, or simply, by trial and error. Both ways work. The first is faster, the second more painful. To avoid pain and total failure in something as important as building a relationship with our Gods in times of total war, we have community to help one another during these highly hostile times.

The Pagans and all Gentiles on earth, knew for example, that our Gods were good beings. This was well known for tens and tens thousands of years, worldwide. Somehow, as time went, the enemy progressively took over by the above deceitful methods, and started repeating lies and lies for thousands of years.

Eventually, the offspring of the Gentiles who died to defend their Gods, believes the Gods to be "Evil Demons" today. This was achieved based on no proof or anything
else. Just literal HEARSAY from jews, and the fact that people blindly believed in what jews said, as "our culture".

Nobody has come to "know" the Gods, and nobody has studied and/or attempted anything with them. While our forefathers died to defend our Gods, fondly believing them to be good and holy beings, modern humans take it for "granted" that the same Gods are the worst of the worst, evil, and the most nefarious beings there are.

First hand experience is completely lacking. What is even funnier, is when "smart" or "academic" or other people who understand what PROOF and INQUIRY mean, they have a blind spot here - they cannot reasonably evaluate us, our religion, or our beliefs, based on facts or function. They will react all the same, often times in terror and fear. This is because the brainwashing about Satan and the Demons goes rather deep.

All this took was propaganda, lies and repetition by the jews. These things were repeated for centuries. The names of our Gods, were connected to terrible things. An example of a terrorist organization the jews created and named after the most beloved Goddess of Egypt, is "ISIS". This way, they tried to poison the name with a meaning of fear and terror. While in the past, this name meant marriage, sex, love, appreciation, magick, and all the other beautiful things.

The enemy really works by repetition. Hitler's statement in regards to repetition making a lie look like the Truth, is not some evil statement by Hitler, but an observation he makes in regards to how the enemy works. The same goes for Marxists and many others. Everything evil of the enemy is dependent on this repetition, because it's not a self affirming Truth.

The human mind has a vulnerability for repetition. It can either make one a learned person, or make someone used to something good, or it can cause neurotic reactions to specific things. For example, every movie that portrays Demons, is filled with dread and terror. The mind then considers: Demon = Terror. Every time one is exposed to Demons, one feels terror. This can go very deep in the mind. And as always with what people are really afraid of, they flee.

Now since Gentiles love the Demons instinctively, many, such as fans of metal etc., went straight in with the Demons despite the imagery.

When these beliefs become massive for a society, this affects the astral realm and the mass mind. What the mass mind perceives as evil gets affected by this belief very often, and what it believes to be "Good", can equally get cloaked in this perception. But this does not reveal what the thing really is, but rather what is "believed" by the mass about it.

One example here is Islam and Christianity. If one makes a logical analysis, these are only programs for human destruction, shrinking, and damnation. These contribute nowhere in our growth. All these things are, is just jewish psychotic stories, that have become a ruling paradigm. This paradigm was brainwashed into us.
Another mistake some people do, and especially those who want to give a justification for a "historical xianity", they say that we Gentiles "accepted" Christianity. The reality is, Christians were a brainwashed mob that was killing everyone that did not agree with them, because this is what Jews manipulated them in doing. Christianity and Islam were imposed on bloodbaths, deaths, rape, destruction, and everything morbid known to man.

There were no Pagans that willingly, or without threat, accepted these morbid things. The religions for the enemy is just alien butchery and nothing else. After they took over, they started concoctions, deception, and brainwashing repetition, but also full on removal of all history. The normal result of this is that people lost all their history, and their minds were taken in prison. As if this wasn't enough, this was continued for what is about 20 centuries.

The most inferior, garbage, and worthless parasites of the Gentiles worldwide, plus the Jews, happily continued on with these psychological games and lies, to keep the populace bound and deceived. For most people this was basically to profit somehow from this.

People who try to answer these things or provide any evidence to this, may be blocked. The reason for this is simple, the minds of some people, are literally conditioned like an NPC is programmed, to deny information. This brainwashing began in infancy, long before people had any "Choice" or common sense. Their mind was taken over before they had a choice in many cases.

For us Satanists, it is the reverse, nobody really advertised Satanism to us, and most of us join Satanism only after mature thought and acceptance of facts. We were not intimidated or threatened to join or anything. Not only that, but the whole environment was set up AGAINST Satan, Satanism and the Demons in general.

In our case, and those who are on our side, it has only been a thought that emerged from deeper aspects than the so called "Mind", the soul to be exact. Our minds had no choice but to be subjected to endless brainwashing. But these urges in this case emerge from deeper in the soul. And if these are listened to then they lead to Satan. For this reason, the enemy claims that Pagans are collectively "Satanists", and that we are "From the Spheres of Satan".

What the enemy hopes in this case, knowing the human mind, is to create severe mental blocks and social blocks for individuals, and basically removing all proof that will return the "animals" [Gentiles] to their origins.

Another thing I have observed in the forums, the enemy thrives a lot on lying. These tend to be simple, repetitive, forced lies. They cannot be rectified on if they are true or not, and they also tend to be outrageous. Hitler also explained about this case of jewish lying, where he said that the "masses" are more likely to believe a big lie, than a small lie.

One such huge and beyond comprehension lie, was that our Gods, the cause of literally every good thing in this world [the enemy admits that too] were somehow
evil, uncaring, and destructive creatures. Total lies. Another huge lie is that one by "Believing" in a random fraud from the levant, named "Jesus", is going to be "saved" and have "eternal life". These lies are so big and so stupid, that they seek to subvert the emotional aspect of man and man's lowest fears. This makes them more effective.

These lies tend to emulate on baser people [and this is why the first recruits of the jews in Christianity were the dumb of their race, and the lowest of Rome, such as down syndromic thugs etc]. All of xianity is a hearsay, and a hoax, and nothing else.

For many centuries in its beginning, Christianity was looked upon as a trash, fraud hoax religion, that was based on violence, thuggery, and the dross of the earth assembling in hatred to take down the better people on an alliance of total hate. This hate came out of the souls of the jews, who, being reptilian and unwelcome aliens to this planet, never had a position or place in it.

They could only sit there and observe other Gentiles doing better. Hate grew into their reptilian souls on a constant basis. Everywhere they went, they were parasites, looters, thieves of knowledge, and hated worldwide. This resentment manifested itself in a neurotoxin in the form of Islam and Christianity, which they injected on the best races of the time to turn them into living garbage, and loot them more easily.

Christianity or Islam preaches only hate about life, and the hateful and evil people making boastful lies, to attack life, the Gods, and everything good and helpful to man there is on the face of this earth. As for Judaism, it's nothing but a reflection of the hate of this alien race towards all of mankind. It's literally based on how "They" are "Human" and everyone else is "Cattle".

To understand the jews, one can see their patterns in how they behave. Many people are skilled on this here. When this skill is achieved, the enemy will have a harder and harder time in fooling anyone. And since the jew only controls the brainwashed mind, freeing it means to throw their chain off, and to live a happy mental and spiritual life.

The point is to universalize this awareness so that we are no longer jewed as entirely. The jews remain terrified because as time goes, less and less people buy their ancient kosher tricks. They stand no chance against Gentiles in anyway as Gentiles are from all sides a vastly superior creation than they are.

When they run out of jew tricks, then it's over.
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